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High harmonic quantum light sources provide an exquisite ability to harness and
control short wavelength light, with unprecedented control over the spectral,
temporal, polarization and orbital angular momentum of the emitted waveforms.
These represent the most-complex coherent electromagnetic fields ever created,
controlled on sub-Å spatial scales and sub-attosecond temporal scales, from the
UV to the keV photon energy region. These advances are providing powerful new
tools for near-perfect x-ray imaging, for coherently manipulating quantum
materials using light, and for designing more efficient nanoscale devices.

This talk will also discuss how ultrafast, coherent extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
sources uncovered surprising new behavior in 2D, magnetic and nanostructured
systems. Counterintuitively we found that the thermal dissipation efficiency
increases as nanoscale heat sources are packed more closely together. Combined
with advanced theory, this new understanding can help with better thermal
management in nano- and quantum technologies, including the development of
advanced nanoelectronics and efficient thermoelectric devices.
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